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Bridge is one of the most important means of transportation which plays an
important role in the history of Quanzhou.Quanzhou social stability,economic
development,especially in the two song dynasties, the port's thriving trade is an
important factor in bridge construction. As is known to all, bridge construction has its
specific historical background and social reasons. In this paper, under the guidance of
historical research methods to quanzhou ancient bridge is the research object. The
development history of the quanzhou ancient bridge, building reason, building
structure, construction of subject and construction of return is the paper main aspects.
Local Chronicles of bridge is one of the most important source in this paper. Through
the list, drawing, comparative and historical analysis method, we see that quanzhou
ancient bridge construction experienced three course, and the reason of building
structure in quanzhou area is closely related to natural environment and social
economy. Officials, monks, private, with their own power for the construction of the
bridge has given the financial and technical support, and also won the monuments,
such as building the temple, carved a biography, naming the Bridges. Through the
analysis that Quanzhou ancient bridge and the relationship between regional
economic prosperity leads to increase in the number of Bridges and weak economy
lead to bridge the number down. Under the social background, bridge has the special
social. From the perspective of social history research bridge in quanzhou, can more
clearly the relationship between people and bridge.
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